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Generalizing OD-Maps to Explore Multi-Dimensional Geospatial Datasets

Liqun Liu, Romain Vuillemot, Philippe Rivière, Jeremy Boy and Aurélien Tabard

ABSTRACT
Understanding the mobility of entities in geospatial data is important to many fields, ranging
from the social sciences to epidemiology, economics, or air traffic control. Visualizing such
entities can be challenging as it requires preserving both their explicit properties (spatial
trajectories) and their implicit properties (abstract attributes of those trajectories). An existing
technique called Origin-Destinations maps preserves both explicit and implicit properties of
datasets, using spatial nesting technique. In this paper we aim at generalizing this technique
beyond origins and destinations dataset (2-attribute datasets), to explore multi-dimensional
datasets (N-attribute datasets) with the nesting approach. We present an abstraction framework—
we call GRIDIFY—and an interactive open-source tool implementing this framework using
several levels of nested maps. We report on several case studies representative of the types of
dimensions found in geospatial datasets (quantitative, temporal, discrete, boolean), showing the
applicability of this approach to achieve visual exploratory analysis tasks in various application
domains.
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1. Introduction

Entities that move or are part of geospatial datasets, such as individuals, vehicles, or traded
goods, generate massive amounts of trajectory data through GPS signals, mobile phone usage,
or simple postal records. Analysts rely upon such data to understand patterns of human
mobility, road traffic, or trade flows. Such data usually enable the analysis of both entities
(e. g., cars, countries, individuals) and their relationships either with themselves (if entities
move over time) or across them (if entities communicate or share attribute values). Such
data is often referred to as origin-destination (OD) data, and spatial information: they show
the connections between different locations. They also contain more abstract attributes, like
personal information on the individuals moving about, timestamps at which different locations
are visited, or the quality and quantity of products being traded. Further attributes are usually
derived, like the distance between locations, the direction of trajectories, and the time it takes
to connect locations. Here, we define explicit and implicit properties to describe these two
aspects of OD data. Explicit properties refer to the spatial trajectories of links between entities,
and implicit properties refer to the abstract attributes of those trajectories.

Exploring OD data requires ways to rapidly navigate through implicit properties while
preserving references to explicit properties. Origin Destination Map is a geospatial visualization
technique proposed by (Wood et al., 2010), to encode the explicit property of the origin and
destination of entities. A first level of the map encodes the origin, and a second nested level
encodes the destination in cells nested on the map. Visually, this technique generates grids of
maps that preserve the original map at a lower scale. This technique has been demonstrated
efficient in analyzing OD data in many domains, from migration data to economic flow across



countries. Our goal in this paper is to generalize it to encode implicit properties as well as
make it focus on not only OD data but also any geospatial data with nesting approach, i. e.
show similar attributes between entities in the particular context of visual discovery of a dataset
referred to as exploratory data analysis, and a tool to support this process.

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a highly iterative, open-ended process introduced
by (Tukey, 1977). While analysts may begin with initial questions or hypotheses in mind, little
is defined in advance. EDA tools are designed to help them explore data visually, so they can
refine initial questions and form new ones. Combined with appropriate interaction techniques,
the juxtaposition in EDA tools of even simple charts like histograms, scatterplots, or box
plots—showing different facets of the data, i. e. a variety of their attributes—can prove both
effective and efficient for systematically exploring large abstract datasets (as shown for example
in (Elmqvist et al., 2008; Elzen & Wijk, 2014)). However, these tools are often limited when
showing different implicit properties of primarily geospatial data. The most straightforward
and efficient encoding proposes using circles to encode positions and connections as lines, as
recommended by (Card et al., 1999). However, encoding implicit properties usually is difficult
to read due to a large number of attribute values. Black and white visualizations (only) remain
challenging due to the over-plot of overlapping marks; common attempts to solve this issue
include using opacity to reduce the clutter of overlapping lines such as (Matejka et al., 2015),
a third spatial dimension (Hurter et al., 2018), or multiple scales such as (Stolte et al., 2003;
Elmqvist & Fekete, 2010). However, these techniques have their limitations, listed by (Ellis &
Dix, 2007), as navigation can become challenging, according to (Moscovich et al., 2009), and
the overview of the data can get lost when individual views emphasize only a few attributes.

To address these problems in an operational manner, we introduce a generalization of the
OD maps techniques we call GRIDIFY and its implementation, as an interactive EDA tool for
geospatial data (Figure 1). Seminal work by (Wood et al., 2010) paved the way for visualizing
combinations of entities using embedded geolocation representations. Their OD Maps proved
there are ways to leverage highly efficient visual cues like position for encoding the abstract
properties of OD data without adding more clutter. Their work builds on the hierarchical
layouts of (Slingsby et al., 2009), a technique we use in our grid-based approach. GRIDIFY
enables analysts to rapidly browse all the attributes of geospatial data by progressively breaking
down the dense, spatially anchored, explicit properties into subdivided facets or cells of a
gridded interface (Figure 1 ➀), according to selected implicit properties. Cells can be laid out
in different ways according to various grid patterns (Vuillemot & Boy, 2018). GRIDIFY uses
a unique, efficient encoding (the position of cells) for each new implicit property added to
the visualization to not burden or distract analysts with other, more complex visual encoding
mechanisms (besides picking grids). It also provides simple cues for navigating between
pre-set and historical configurations. We demonstrate the expressiveness and effectiveness of
GRIDIFY through several case studies, and we show how it enables the discovery of structural
properties of typical datasets. We then discuss the main limitations and challenges of the
generalization framework and the tool, primarily related to data preprocessing and scalability.

2. Related Work

Our focus is primarily on developing an EDA tool that relies upon OD (Origin-Destination)
matrices. OD matrix is a description of movement in a certain area, with rows referring to
origins and columns referring to destinations, which has been investigated by (Munizaga &
Palma, 2012; D. Li et al., 2011; Ersoy et al., 2011; Iqbal et al., 2014). As we aim to generalize
OD matrices visually, we investigate grid-based and faceted approaches to visualizing the
trajectories of different entities in geospatial data and their abstract attributes. We consequently
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Figure 1. Example of visualizations built with GRIDIFY. GRIDIFY relies on the combination of simple data grouping, aggregation,
and grid patterns, to reveal implicit relationships in geo-data (e. g., correlations), while keeping explicit ones (i. e. connections)
visible. ① world countries geo-trade flows (explicit relationship) as glyphes, on a heat map of total trade volume to identify top
exports (implicit relationship). ② extends the same encoding as ① to nest more dimensions such as bilateral evolution by year.
GRIDIFY is applicable to any geospatial dataset and we present several case studies such as analysis of football players pass ③ to
reveal teams strategies.

review previous work on exploratory geovisualisation, faceted visualizations and small multi-
ples, as well as work on constructive EDA tools developed by the Information Visualization
(InfoVis) and cartography community.

2.1. Exploratory Geovisualisation

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a highly iterative open-ended process (Tukey, 1977). EDA
tools are designed to facilitate visualization of data regardless of their statistical properties using
histograms, scatterplots, or box plots. Combined with interaction, such charts can help quickly
explore large datasets in a systematic manner, such as by using scatterplot matrices (Elmqvist
et al., 2008), or group summaries (Elzen & Wijk, 2014).

Spatial data visualization, a rapidly expanding research area (Wood, Slingsby, & Dykes,
2011; Scheepens, Hurter, Van De Wetering, & Van Wijk, 2016), frequently employs graphs
to represent spatial data entities and their interrelations through nodes and edges (Holten &
Van Wijk, 2009). However, visualizing large datasets using graphs often leads to severe clutter.
To mitigate this, (Holten & Van Wijk, 2009) introduced a method for bundling node-links
with similar patterns, effectively reducing clutter and improving the visibility of key edge
patterns. In a similar vein, (Tennekes & Chen, 2021) addressed edge clutter and occlusion by
implementing named half-way points in their design. Complementing graph visualization, flow
maps represent another technique for depicting flow data, using arrows or bands to illustrate
’from-to’ relationships (Tobler, 1987). Demonstrating robust scalability, flow maps have been
effectively utilized across various datasets (Rae, 2009). Recent trends also highlight the growing
importance of human-centered approaches in flow data analysis (Dodge, Weibel, Ahearn,
Buchin, & Miller, 2016), with web-based applications offering enhanced customization and
design flexibility in flow data visualization (Roelandt et al., 2021). Despite these advancements,
visual clutter remains a challenge in flow map visualization. To address this, researchers
have developed improved flow maps using techniques such as density-based aggregation
methods (Zhu, Guo, Koylu, & Chen, 2019), automated layout algorithms (Jenny et al., 2017;
Sun, 2019), and even 3D visualizations (Hurter et al., 2018).
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However, in the case of geo-data, their spatial nature may have led EDA tools to only support
a limited range of representations, mainly 2D projections, with positions tied to circle or line
marks. Graphical properties (e. g., color, width) may be used to encode an extra dimension, but
it can quickly lead to important clutter because of overlaps and intersections generated from
the multidimensions.

2.2. Faceted Visualizations and Small Multiples

A recurring theme in exploratory data analysis is the necessity for multiple perspectives on, or
faceted views of given datasets—something Tufte emphasizes in his praise of small multiples
as a very efficient exploration mechanism (Tufte, 1983). Mihalisin (Mihalisin et al., 1991,
1990) also introduces regular grids or lattice-like fashions to visualize the N-dimensional
independent and dependent variables. Recently, Munzner (Munzner, 2014) outlines a design
space for multiple faceted views, which covers the use of small juxtaposed visualizations to
compare individual perspectives (e. g., abstract attributes) across many collections (e. g., small
multiple views of different entities) in the data, or multiple perspectives across few collections.
(Beecham et al., 2016) expand this design space by proposing a theoretical framework and an
implementation of faceted views with varying emphasis, which attempts to tackle the issue of
simultaneously visualizing multiple perspectives across many collections. Our work builds on
this idea. However, where Beecham et al.’s work explores superimposing perspectives on each
collection, ours breaks down the collection, e. g., the dense, spatially anchored trajectories of a
geo-entity, according to the different perspectives, using a variety of grid patterns (Vuillemot
& Boy, 2018). As such, our work is also related to the use of small multiples as a navigation
mechanism in multivariate datasets (Elzen & Wijk, 2013) to separate subsets of the data using
non-visual properties.

Google Facets1, or the Geofacets R module2, tie together facets and (shallow) hierarchical
layouts by organizing the different views of the data in a specific spatial layout, or grid.
However, these techniques only allow the display of a limited number of abstract attributes,
since they do not support deep hierarchical nesting within facets, or cells of the grid. Matrix-
based layouts have shown many benefits to organizing entities into rows and columns (Ghoniem
et al., 2004). PivotGraph (Wattenberg, 2006) builds on 1D or 2D matrix-like grids to group
nodes of multivariate graphs and let users analyze nodes properties. Pivot slices (Zhao et al.,
2013), demonstrated how a faceted approach with multiple heterogeneous views could support
the exploratory analysis process.

Finally, to better qualify the distinction we make between the inherent attributes of OD data
and their more abstract attributes, we rely on Zhao et al.’s (2013) distinction between implicit
and explicit relations in datasets. While the distinction they make is not necessarily intended
for primarily geospatial data, we use the idea of explicit properties to qualify the spatially
anchored aspects of geo-coded entities, and implicit properties to qualify their more abstract
attributes.

2.3. Constructive EDA Tools

While the underlying motivation for facetted views is well known—to enable rapid scanning
over items or attributes using descriptive visualizations–the various ways to achieve this is
grounded in different strategies. Interaction is key. However, analysis attention is often split
between data operations (i. e. section, queries) and visual mapping operations (e. g., graphical

1https://pair-code.github.io/facets/
2https://github.com/hafen/geofacet
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encoding, choice of chart). While this offers a lot of flexibility, the two operations result in
cognitive overloads and attention split. As Tufte suggest, exploratory processes should bear on
data variations, rather than on design variations (Tufte, 1983). We subscribe to Tufte’s view
and set graphical encodings to position—the most efficient encoding (Cleveland & McGill,
1984). Our approach relies on a top-down, gridded approach to creating facets: the display
space is first divided according to the values of a first, specified implicit property (e. g., time
or any categorical values) into a gird of cells, each showing a relevant subset of the explicit
property, and this procedure is then repeated (up to) as many times as there are implicit
properties in the data.

This progressive construction of the visual display alongside the EDA process has the
potential to facilitate sensemaking activities (Park et al., 2017). Using a code-driven approach,
construction can build upon rich visualizations grammars, like Vega (Satyanarayan et al., 2014),
Grammar of Graphics (Wilkinson, 2005), or ATOM (Park et al., 2017). These toolkits enable
the creation of sophisticated visualizations, but they can be tedious to specify, and they provide
limited feedback. However, these code-driven specifications also lend themselves to construc-
tive interfaces. Tableau, building on Polaris (Stolte et al., 2008), maybe the most prominent one.
These tools enable analysts to rapidly create and explore multi-dimensional data. More recently,
Voyager (Wongsuphasawat et al., 2016), building on the Vega-lite grammar (Satyanarayan
et al., 2017), has provided a demonstration of how construction mechanisms can be used to
create multiple views and can be augmented with automated design recommendations.

Research in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools highlighted long ago that short feedback
loops are instrumental in supporting exploratory processes. Supporting a quick assessment
of alternative choices (Terry & Mynatt, 2005) can narrow down Norman’s gulf of execu-
tion (Norman, 2002), and foster reflection in action (Schon, 1984). Strong signifiers (or
perceived affordances), suggested interactivity (Boy et al., 2016), and feedforward (Vermeulen
et al., 2013) can further support exploration and sense-making. Scented widgets (Willett et al.,
2007) that display data distributions on top of widgets are a great example of static feedforward.
A similar example is interactive legends (Riche et al., 2010). Tools like ScatterDice (Elmqvist
et al., 2008), extended this principle by offering multiple views that give a hint as to what the
next step of the exploration process could be. But this comes as the cost of precious screen
space. Sequential feedforward strategies (Vermeulen et al., 2013) are dynamic, and provide
immediate continuous feedback when exploring alternative choices. Continuous interactions,
such as brushing techniques, are frequently utilized in various applications, such as the Oc-
topocus command selection technique (Bau & Mackay, 2008) and Terry’s generative design
selection tool (Terry & Mynatt, 2005), as mentioned by (Q. Li et al., 2003). Paradoxically,
creating tighter feedback loops enables users to explore in more breadth the parameter space
and spend less time assessing every design choice (Terry & Mynatt, 2005).

GRIDIFY assumes a constructive approach to the creation of gridded, faceted views of
geospatial data, by facilitating the creation of hierarchical layouts of subsets of their explicit
properties, progressively nested according to selected properties.

3. GRIDIFY Framework: Decoupling Data and Visual Abstractions

We develop a flexible approach to address exploratory data analysis (EDA) questions for general
geospatial data by decoupling the data transformation and visualization construction operations
based on OD maps generalization. This allows us to more effectively handle various data types
and visualize them in ways that better meet the needs of users. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
InfoVis pipeline generally implies following a data-to-display analytic approach (Vuillemot
& Boy, 2018). We argue that exploratory processes can benefit from going back-and-forth
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of the classic InfoVis pipeline (Card et al., 1999). Our GRIDIFY technique operates at the
interface of processed data and abstract visual forms represented using red lines.

between display-to-data and data-to-display approaches to refine and answer sophisticated
questions (Slingsby et al., 2009); and that ideas on how to best transform the data to answer
given questions can be formed at a purely visual level, by manipulating and progressively
constructing the elements of the display. Essentially, this means that analysts should be able
to break down the explicit properties in OD data either by grouping subsets of the explicit
properties in data space according to specified implicit properties, or by isolating aspects of
the explicit properties directly in the visual space.

We consider the Infovis pipeline as the combination of two abstraction levels: a data
abstraction level, and a visual abstraction level. We use data abstraction as an umbrella
term for all the manipulations and transformations an analyst can perform in the data space—
typically to transform large datasets into (often smaller) sets with derived attributes—before
trying to map them to the graphical space (as shown in Figure 3); and visual abstraction also
as an umbrella term for all the manipulations and constructions an analyst can perform in the
graphical space, before trying infer the necessary transformations in the data space. In this
section, we detail the specific data and visual abstractions we propose in GRIDIFY, and we
discuss how they can be joined through nesting operations.

3.1. Data Abstractions

We consider each geo-entity as the triplet E = ⟨d, t,A⟩ with di = (xi,yi) their explicit relation (a
position in a 2D space S), ordered over time t1 < ti < tn, t ∈ T a time period, and a set of implicit
properties A. Connections are two entities connected with each others C = ⟨(Eo,Ed),A′⟩, in
most case they represent the endpoints of a trajectory, which also contain implicit properties A′

(e. g., distance between entities). Those two sets of implicit property, A and A′, are our focus
of attention as they are responsible for the main visual abstractions in GRIDIFY, as shown in
Figure 3. A and A′ are composed of:

• A dimensions list that consists of all the implicit properties available for entities and
connections D = {A1,A2, ..,An},Ai ∈ {A,A′}. Some dimensions are available perma-
nently (explicit dimensions like position, time), while others are only available during,
or after given data transformations (dynamic dimensions like speed or acceleration).

• Grouping methods that group values, for a dimension, based on criteria (e. g., number
of expected groups) or a property of the dimension: Ex: grouped by values (categories),
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Weeks

Weather

Dimension list Grouping methods

e1 e2 e3 e1 e2 e3

Weeks

Weather

Sunny Rainy

Aggregation methods

e1 e2 e3

Weeks

Weather

Sunny: 2 Rainy:1

Dimensions domains and scales

e1 e2 e3

Weeks

Weather

[Monday,Saturday] [Monday]

Hierarchical dataset

e1 e2 e3

Nesting operations

e1 e2 e3

Weeks

Weather

Day

Figure 3. Data abstraction in GRIDIFY. Dimension list consists of two implicit relations (Weeks and Weather). Grouping the
entities in spatial data (e. g., e1, e2, and e3) based on the Weather dimension achieves two groups. One group contains e1 and e2
that only has Sunny value. In contrast, another group contains e3 that only has Rainy value. Aggregation method estimates the
statistic of grouped groups (e. g., one group has two elements and another has one element). Dimension domain method shows the
value scales from other dimensions (e. g., one group has a domain in [Monday,Saturday]). Nesting operations generate another
level of nesting (e. g., adding the Day dimension).

bins or buckets (quantities), sampling, etc.
• Aggregation methods that derive one or multiple values from the grouped group: Ex:

count, sum, mean, median, average, distinct, min/max, unique, value, etc.
• Dimensions domains and scales that return a list of all unique values for a given

implicit property A: {a1,a2, ...,am},ai ∈ Dom(Ai), i ∈ [1,m]} or the extent of a scale
[Min(ai),Max(ai)], i∈ [1,m] for a quantitative dimension. Ex: Dom(Years) = 2011, 2012,
etc.

• Nesting operations that consecutively pass down operations from one level to the next
one. Ex: Select a Country 1 Divide by Year 1 sum(Exports)

Grouping and aggregation methods provide an array of options (Furmanova et al., 2017;
Amar et al., 2005; Vuillemot & Boy, 2018) well documented in e. g., (Stolte et al., 2003), and
nesting operations are central, as they enable increasing the number of implicit properties A
and A′ in the visualization.

3.2. Visual Abstractions

The main visual abstractions in GRIDIFY are space partitions we call cells, which are organized
according to grid patterns. There are as many cells in a grid as there are groups in a nested
data partition. As such, cells and grids also follow a nested, hierarchical structure, starting at
the canvas (or root) level, and progressively breaking down each cell into smaller partitions (or
leaves). We use the following notation (originally proposed in (Vuillemot & Boy, 2018)) to
describe grid properties:

• Grid patterns: the methods define the space division method that will create cells which
are a space partition with coordinates and dimensions, as shown in Figure 4 (a).
Parameters: grid , horizontal , vertical , coordinates , treemap , central ,
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(a) (b) (c)

Horizontal Coordinates

Treemap Grid

Origin Origin

Nesting

Width

Color Marks

Figure 4. GRIDIFY provides users with a variety of visual abstractions through space division, visual mapping, and nesting. In
space division, the space is divided into cells with different patterns, such as horizontal, coordinates, treemap, and grid, as shown
in (a). Visual mapping offers a range of visual formats based on the properties of the flow data, including width, color, and marks,
as illustrated in (b). With nesting, users can create new hierarchies to represent the flow data in cells generated from the parents’
placeholder positions, as demonstrated in (c).

radial , brick
• Visual mapping: is the customization of cells using an attribute mapped to its properties,

based on the grid type, as shown in Figure 4 (b).
Parameters: coordinates, height, width, order, color, filling with marks such as circles
and lines

• Nesting: all grids can be nested with each other and children inherit from the parents’
placeholders positions and dimensions, as shown in Figure 4 (c).
Ex: 1 (scatterplot of matrices)

We advocate for the decoupling of abstractions to be more widely supported by interactive
techniques. Currently, there is a lack of tools that allow for operating on both directions
of the Infovis pipeline at an abstract level. Specifically, we need tools that can provide grid
patterns and advanced nesting capabilities for deep hierarchical layouts, which are fundamental
operations at both the data and visual levels. While graphical notations like (Slingsby et al.,
2009; Satyanarayan et al., 2017; Vuillemot & Boy, 2018).

4. GRIDIFY Tool

Our GRIDIFY framework implements both the data and graphical abstractions introduced in
the previous section. It is available as an online web application designed to help analysts build
abstract, multidimensional gridded generalization of OD maps. It presents all the parameters
for building the necessary data and visual abstractions on a compact query panel (Figure 5),
which analysts can use to rapidly explore implicit properties in the data, while preserving
references to their explicit properties in a main view (Figure 5). This section outlines the design
principles behind both the query panel and main view, as well as their implementation. We
also detail the development of intuitive cues that allow for navigation between pre-set and
historical configurations. To provide a comprehensive understanding of the system, we present
a typical workflow using GRIDIFY.
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Query panelMain views Main views

1

2
3

4

Figure 5. An overview of GRIDIFY implementations and interactions of construct data and visual abstraction. When users
browse through datasets, they can select a specific dimension, such as ”Weather,” to group entities based on the chosen attribute.
This process is illustrated in ① and generates a main view that includes different weather conditions, such as rainy, shower,
and sunny, as shown in (A). In addition, users can customize the grid patterns, such as a treemap, by fixing the positions of
cells through ②, as demonstrated in (B). Finally, clicking on ③ and ④ creates another dimension based on the nesting method,
providing users with a more comprehensive view of the data.

4.1. Typical Workflow

In Figure 5, we present a straightforward workflow for users that begin with an empty query
sequence. The query panel allows users to create main view divisions and refine them progres-
sively in just a few steps:

(1) Browsing all the dimensions of a dataset and picking one which defines a grouping, as
shown in Figure 5 (①). For each element of the domain cells are created on the main view, as
shown in Figure 5 (A);

(2) Customizing grouping and grids patterns (Figure 5 ②) consists in defining the dimension
domain, unique values (if categorical dimension) or its bins (if quantitative dimension). The
cell in main view will change position and dimensions based on this gridding pattern, as
shown in Figure. 5 (B);

(3) Nesting by repeating the sequence on another dimension (Figure 5 (④) and (D)). This
enables the iterative construction of complex queries and grids by leveraging dependencies
that occur since they are chained together.

To facilitate efficient exploration, our interface enables users to quickly hover over elements,
with immediate updates in the visual space. These updates are transient and become persistent
only upon clicking. This approach employs a scrubbing-like interaction that uses sequential
feedforward to allow for instant previews and support the reflective construction of complex
queries. We use color and position of the widget to convey the state of the query, enabling users
to scan the complete list of widgets used for nesting and read sequentially the transformation
that was operated, as well as the resulting query.

4.2. Query Panel Design

The query panel (Figure 5-center Figure 6) is a crucial component of GRIDIFY that enables
users to query the implicit properties present in the data. The design of this panel is based on
several fundamental EDA tool design principles. One of these principles is the use of visual
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representations to enhance data analysis, which has been widely discussed in the literature
(Wongsuphasawat et al., 2016; Tufte, 1983; Slingsby et al., 2009). Additionally, the query
panel incorporates a grid pattern to aid in data exploration and analysis. This feature builds on
the principle of using a grid-based layout, which has been found to be effective in organizing
information and reducing clutter in data visualizations. Furthermore, the design of the query
panel generates hierarchical grid-based layouts. The panel provides a comprehensive and
efficient way to visualize geospatial data and derive insights from it. We summarize the
principles as follows:

P1 Make nesting chainable, and show them in a compact way: the query panel should
facilitate building sequential queries that can be chained and viewed together, as well as
allow for their tweaking and reorganization, to help analysts better understand the state
of their query.

P2 Expose the data and visual abstractions: all data dimensions, grouping and aggregation
parameters as well as the visual abstraction parameters should be readily visible in the
query panel, and not hidden in menus or further folded panels, immediately exposing
the breadth of options offered to the analyst.

P3 Enable constructive selection and constant preview: the query panel should enable a
tight action–feedback loop, and the main mode of interaction should favor continuous
actions (e.g. hovering or brushing) over sequential ones (e.g. dropdown selection)
providing instant feedback.

P4 Ensure generic and independent manipulation of the data and visual abstractions:
analysts should be able to query implicit properties of the data independently from their
visual abstraction, and reciprocally, they should be able to build visual mappings even if
the necessary data abstractions are not defined.

The query panel is composed of rows controlling each level of nesting (shown in Figure 6),
both in the data and visual abstractions (P1), which display a list of all implicit properties
(shown as small rectangular boxes ①), and of grid patterns that can be used to visually encode
them (shown in ②). This ensures all data and visual attributes, operations, and parameters
are immediately exposed (P2). Selecting a grid pattern, and simply brushing across the list
of implicit properties will automatically update the main view (P3), breaking down the base
OD node-link diagram (i. e. the visualization of explicit properties) into a multitude of cells,
related to the selected implicit property.

To enable Grouping methods in the data abstraction, we display a univariate distribution of
each quantitative implicit propertys’ value (in the form of a histogram shown as ③), as well as
an option for changing bins values. Note however that the Aggregation operations can only be
applied to quantitative implicit properties (shown in ④). This encoding is relatively compact
(P1), so many nested operations can be listed.

There is no pre-defined flow for query construction, the user can start with the visual
abstraction and then continue with the data abstraction (P4) or vice-versa. The operations done
at a level of nesting are chained with those of the levels that precede it (P1). As a result, the
query panel plays an important role in the EDA process (beyond exposing data abstractions):
it indicates all current implicit property selections and their visual mappings, and these can be
dynamically updated, like in an (interactive) legend (Riche et al., 2010). This means there is
no need for additional navigation elements in the interface.
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First-level nest

Second-level nest

1

2

3

4

Figure 6. Query panel overview. ① shows the rectangular boxes view all the implicit relations. Grid pattern selection generates
different space divisions (e. g., grid, horizontal, or vertical) in ②. The histogram displays the univariate distribution of each
quantitative implicit relations’ value in ③, and ④ displays options of quantitative implicit relations calculation.

4.3. Main View Design

The main view consists of a canvas on which the explicit properties and all their consecutive
subdivisions are rendered according to the constructive design of the query panel. Its design
follows one main principle, summarized as follows:

P5 Maintain consistent encoding: A consistent encoding should be preserved (e. g., using
position), to allow a focus on attributes’ structure, and generate interesting sub-sets. Also
browsing should be informative on the attributes space, domains and provide flexibility
especially when binning or clustering is needed.

The canvas initially displays the explicit properties. Once a query is added using the query
panel, the canvas turns into a hierarchical structure, in which the visualization of explicit
properties is broken down into cells, each containing a subset of the explicit properties,
relevant to the selected implicit property. Additional encodings can be set, such as a bivariate
color scale (Y. Liu & Heer, 2018) to convey aggregation values (e. g., MEAN, or COUNT). For
example, if color and grid are selected, a small glyph can be displayed, or a heatmap depending
on the level being colored, and the space available. Color encodings of the whole cell can also
be used as the level of nesting increases, for performance reasons to reduce the number of
elements to draw.

Analysts can then select cells for grouping purposes, by clicking and dragging in the main
view. Selecting cells updates a SELECTED attribute in the dataset. This attribute can be used to
1) show only the selected values, 2) hide them, or 3) grouping purposes in the query pipeline,
e.g. computing aggregate values on the selection, or adding a level of nesting.
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5. Implementation Details

We implemented GRIDIFY using Observable Notebook, a reactive, web-based framework
compliant with ES6 JavaScript modules. We used the D3 (Bostock et al., 2011) version
5.9.2 library for data manipulation, and in particular the d3.group function for calcu-
lating nesting. We also used the d3-gridding toolkit (Vuillemot & Boy, 2018)–based
on D3–for grid partitions. An interactive prototype is available as supplemental material:
https://observablehq.com/d/10a0f8527c21dcd3.

We used Python Notebooks to pre-process datasets, which are stored as static CSV files.
During our development and tests, we found this stack workable up to 100k elements, using
a progressive loading of the marks. Most of the data dimensions were available and derived
before loading; we used dynamic aggregation and partition such as C-Kmeans for univariate
separation into categories.

Serializing such internal visualization mechanisms, independent from the implementation
as Domain-Specific-Languages (DSL) (Heer & Bostock, 2010) is in the line of recent efforts
in the infovis community such as Hive (Slingsby et al., 2009), Vega-Lite (Satyanarayan et al.,
2017), Ellipsis (Satyanarayan & Heer, 2014) or ATOM (Park et al., 2017), among others.

6. Case Studies

We explored a total of 14 datasets with GRIDIFY, all of which are accessible in the prototype
provided in the supplemental material. In this section, we present on 4 datasets to showcase
the expressiveness of GRIDIFY, to identify interesting exploration patterns, and to recognize
limitations in our design and implementation. We have selected these particular case studies
because of the diversity of their explicit and implicit connections, and because authors and their
collaborators have expertise in the respective domains knowledge, and have prior experience
in creating visualizations with the data. As such, these examples provide valuable insights into
the practical applications and challenges of our approach.

6.1. Trade Data

We utilized GRIDIFY to analyze trade flows of 512 products (e. g., fuel, cars) traded between
250 countries from 1965 to 2015. Such dataset shows heterogeneous data types, as well as
some derived and inconsistent values (e. g., some values are missing even though this dataset
has already been curated by the U.N. and economists (Hausmann & Hidalgo, 2014)). Our
process was to answer similar questions available from (Hausmann & Hidalgo, 2014) following
the What, where, and when countries export? scheme. Figure 7 (①) displays the overview of
the dataset (As /0), which is highly cluttered. Separation by countries using grid on Figure 7
(②) (As BIN) 1 (As ) preserves geo-connections by countries, but clutter is persistent: the
reason is that countries have multiple connections over time (50 years), for each product (512),
so potentially more than 2000 lines overlapping.

Where does country A export? Answering this question requires selecting a particular country
(e. g., France) by clicking on it, for instance starting from the previous visualization Figure 7.
Clicks set the Show only selected so one can filter by value (e. g., countries without
selection). Then the grid view focuses on the selected country Figure 7 (③), which is again
cluttered as we break down an aggregation. So one starts over the abstraction process, similar to
the first step, but using another strategy by using geo-grid coordinates (Ageogrid /0) to encode
partner countries as cells which size reflects exports volume Figigure 7 (④). Following steps
explore trade flows over time for export Figure 8 (①) and for import Figure 8 (②). The use of
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Figure 7. Visualization of GRIDIFY for trade datasets to avoid clutter. An overview of trade datasets all over the world is highly
cluttered (①). GRIDIFY allows for the separation of the data by country, which helps to reduce clutter while still providing
valuable insights (②). Additionally, users can easily filter data by value by clicking on a specific country, such as France (③).
Eventually, one can start over to use geo-grid coordinates to encode partner countries (④).

would be better suited to convey temporal change. By comparing Figure 8 (①) and Figure 8
(②), we can conclude that the chemicals trade of France reached its peak in both export and
import. In terms of machinery and vehicles, the export peaked in both 1992 and 1995, while
the import only peaked in 1995. Furthermore, France’s need for material manufacture was
apparent as its imports in that category peaked in 2015. The same exploration process could
apply to the series of questions Which country exports products C?, Where does country A
export products C? Which products are top exports?

Overall, we managed to address similar exploration questions than from (Hausmann &
Hidalgo, 2014), but in a unified and continuous way. On (Hausmann & Hidalgo, 2014),
visualizations are isolated in different pages, and navigation of those visualizations is done
using widgets. They have the advantage of quickly aiming at a specific query. Using GRIDIFY
the process mostly focused on data manipulations, followed by visual customization, and was
done in a constructive way by refining or relaxing questions. Further investigation could be
performed on attributes such as landlocked countries, or derivative values such as countries’
distance.

6.2. Taxi Data

Large-scale taxi GPS datasets are now publicly available such as the one collected by the city of
Wuhan, China, which a co-author of the paper already pre-processed. It contains 7271 entities
over a month (Sep. 2013, 145,789 trips). Trajectories for each taxi are available as recorded
at a frequency of 1−4 times per minute, with unique ids and a STATUS occupied/vacant/not
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Figure 8. The temporal patterns of products reveal the trading activity between France and other countries, both in terms of
exports (①) and imports (②).

working/invalid along with fare value when occupied. We derived standard trajectories at-
tributes (Andrienko et al., 2008; Yao et al., 2019; Hochmair, 2016). We performed standard
separation, but the dataset is different from the trade: trajectories overlap less as they can more
freely in space, while still constrained by roads.

Figure 9 provides an overview of the taxi trajectories in the dataset. The airport, which is
a region of interest, is shown in Figure 9 (①). The trajectories originating from the airport
tend to be longer than those from other parts of the city, which usually have shorter trips. The
hourly distribution of the taxi trajectories, shown in Figure 9 (②), indicates that there are fewer
passengers between 2:00 AM and 5:00 AM. One interesting attribute in the dataset flagged the
trajectories that corresponded to ”going back to pick up point” during a weekday. Figure 9 (③)
displays these trajectories by hour, revealing that most going back trajectories are short, and
there are fewer of them overall. To gain a better understanding of the dataset, subsets were
created based on the regions where trajectories start with (cell group origin). Figure 9 (④)
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Figure 9. The illustration of taxi trajectories with GRIDIFY provides an overview of the insights gained from analyzing taxi
trajectory datasets using the GRIDIFY. It showcases the spatial patterns and points of interest associated with taxi passenger
pickups (①), as well as insights into periods of low passenger volumes (②) and whether taxis return to their origin points after
drop-offs (③). It also demonstrates the GRIDIFY’s ability to divide trajectories into regions based on the cell group origins
attribute and color-code them based on the orientation 4 attribute, highlighting interesting north-to-south travel patterns (④). The
detailed information presented in ⑤ and ⑥ provides a more comprehensive view of the data.

shows these regions, with filled colours indicating the orientation 4 attribute. The regions
highlighted in this figure reveal that almost all the trajectories are from north to south, and
these regions are related to the airport. To further explore these regions, the details of the
trajectories in the two regions ([13,7] and [14,7]) are shown in Figure 9 (⑤) and Figure 9 (⑥).
These figures display the trajectories by hour in each region, revealing details of the temporal
patterns of trajectories during a day. By checking the real locations of these two cells, we can
confirm that they are related to the airport.

Compared to the general geospatial data visualization shown as Figure 9 (①), the exploration
of GRIDIFY enables to better grasp the datasets dimensions distribution by nesting grids based
on attributes (Figure 9 (③)). In addition, GRIDIFY enables users to observe details of selected
cells, which is shown in Figures 9 (⑤) and (⑥).

6.3. Football Data

The world of sports generates an ever-increasing amount of spatio-temporal connections that
can be studied using various tools and techniques. One such tool is footballStories (Perin et al.,
2013), which enables the visualization of sequences in football games, such as consecutive
passes made by a team, as a clustered graph on the football field. SoccerStories also implements
a multi-faceted visualization approach, which divides entities and their connections using
a phase attribute. In our study, we utilized the same dataset as Opta, which provides data
on passes in football games. The dataset contains 12 types of passes, each with up to 50
non-structured qualifiers that are specific to each type of pass. We pre-processed the dataset to
focus on the most common passes and analyzed a La Liga game between FC Barcelona and
Real Madrid (2-2) played on October 7th, 2012. This game comprised a total of 1,622 events.

The coordinate plot of positions Figure 10 (①) first shows all the events but with some
data quality issues: entities have missing positions (e. g., no destination entity for a pass, so
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Figure 10. Visualization of football game passes using GRIDIFY. It illustrates the passes made during a football game between
two teams consisting of a total of 22 players. It provides insights into the teams’ strategies, individual players’ pass diversity, and
the importance of those passes. The illustration is composed of several components, including an overview of the football flow
(①), the number of passes made by players over two time periods (②), highlighting infrequent but significant events (③), and
summarizing the most important filtered events (④).

it is set to (0,0)). However, as we are interested in connections, we will keep all of them
and build hierarchical aggregations, e. g., by the number of events occurrence grouped by
team 1 role 1 player 1 time period Figure 10 (②). This very simple construction
provides a wealth of information not only specific to the game (e. g., Alves only played the first
half of the game for Barcelona), but also the style of the teams (Barcelona ball possession is key
and they generate many passes), and individual players (midfielders in Barcelona are heavily
involved, contrary to Real Madrid). Figure 10 (③) shows however a limit of using GRIDIFY:
the most interesting events are not the frequent ones (e. g., goal shots). There only are a few
of them, compared to the other types of passes. This is how SoccerStories built sequences:
starting from those interesting events which usually are a handful (a dozen by games). But by
filtering out to those interesting events, Figure 10 (④) provides a game summary showing the
4 goals of the game (Ronaldo and Messi), and key players who attempted to shoot.

Another limit of GRIDIFY lies in the comparison of cells: to compare shots one may want
to orient them in the same direction (e. g., towards the goal from left to right), same for corner
passes. Also, there is a lack of metadata such as the football field dimensions, landmarks.
Those are key elements implemented in SoccerStories we do not support.
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6.4. Public transport accessibility

Transit data is heavily used today for trip planning, but also by urbanists and decision-makers
to understand how well transit networks serve the population. We collected a dataset of 45,520
trips in a major European city at every hour of a given day, an overview as shown in Figure 11
(①). The trips start from 3 distinct locations (origins) and destinations are all reachable areas
surrounding the origin for a given time (e. g., 5min) by mode of transport (walk or public
transport). We collected various dimensions such as CO2 emissions. The data comes from the
Navitia API: https://www.navitia.io/.

The first step was to plot the data in a familiar way when analyzing locations accessibility:
as an isochrone-like maps as shown in Figure 11 (②). We built it by changing the radius
of the destination mark (circle) we emphasized them, which is close to how isochrones are
built. We then abstracted space to understand the temporal patterns grouped by locations
(origin name) 1 hour, as shown in Figure 11 (③). Figure 11 (③) groups each of the lo-
cations as a row and a vertical grid divides by hour. The central part of the grids shows a
(small) spatial information of transit accessibility for each hour. The background colors the
SUM of trips so we can quickly spot the time of the day the public transport network is most
active (during morning and afternoon rush hours), but also the lack of rapid transit mechanism
during the night. We can refine the query by removing the walked journeys (another division)
and dividing again by distance grouped by distance 1 locations(origin name) 1 hour,
this leads to locations having the best and most consistent large reach (something not con-
veyed by isochrone maps), as shown in Figure 11 (④). By modifying two steps of the
pipeline grouped by duration 1 locations(origin name) 1 direction(outgoing

and incoming journeys) 1 hour from Figure 11 (④), we compare the duration of out-
going and incoming journeys (another division), and identify which location has the most
asymmetry (adding division on the time difference at the root using BINNING of Grouping
method, as mentioned in Section 3.1), as shown in Figure 11 (⑤). Finally, starting from scratch
again, partitioning the trajectories by the length of journeys (distance) and origins (grouped
by locations(origin name) 1 distance), and coloring the marks by journey duration,
reveals the directions that are easier to reach than others, and highlights the difference between
distance and travel time, as shown in Figure 11 (⑥).

7. Discussion

Our case studies indicate that the current implementation of GRIDIFY enables complex EDA
using a simple set of data and visual abstractions. We discuss here the implications of our
abstractions, their implementation in GRIDIFY, and the challenges it raises.

7.1. Expressiveness and Applicability

GRIDIFY is already a very expressive tool despite encoding simple grouping and aggregations
mechanisms, and a consistent visual encoding (using circle/marks or color for leaves, and
position otherwise as we follow P5).
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Figure 11. Illustration of transit data visualization in a major European city using GRIDIFY. This visualization provides a clear
understanding of the basic accessibility of the transit. It showcases three different locations in ②, which are represented using
an isochrone-like map created by adjusting the radius of the destination marks (circles). ③ showcases the temporal patterns by
grouping the locations based on hours. The best and most consistent large reach is highlighted in ④. ⑤ illustrates the locations
with the most asymmetry, revealing fewer incoming journeys across all three locations. Lastly, ⑥ highlights the directions that are
easier to reach, as they provide access to longer distances in the same duration compared to others.

GRIDIFY could handle more data and visual abstractions, such as partitioning, aggrega-
tion, and grid patterns. Data aggregation can be integrated on the fly during analysis in the
Observable Notebook, by writing functions in an advanced mode. Grid partitions rely on an
open-source toolkit–d3-gridding–that offers a modular approach to easily add new grid
patterns. However, in our current approach grids should have a recursive construction mecha-
nism. Hexagonal grids could be an improvement (Yao et al., 2019) as they sometimes provide
a better binning estimation, but GRIDIFY only supports rectangular cells. Finally, GRIDIFY
is compliant to include Vega specifications at the leaves nodes to render aggregation charts
(instead of the marks or the colors). Design implications on the query panel are related to
adding chart templates either by the queries or as pre-set configurations.

After analyzing the visual mapping selections made by users in our case studies, we have
identified several principles. When encoding temporal dimensions, users tend to prefer a
horizontal pattern ( ), whereas for other dimensions, they tend to opt for a vertical pattern
( ), as illustrated in Figure 8. Conversely, when displaying quantitative and categorical
dimensions, users often select a grid pattern ( ), as demonstrated in Figure 7 (②). Additionally,
the coordinate pattern is well-suited for visualizing geospatial information in each cell, as
depicted in Figure 7 (④).

So far we only encoded leaves using either color for aggregation or circles and rectangles
for explicit connections. Lines that have a rich design space (Perin et al., 2018) and curve
design (Bach et al., 2018) could be used, e. g., to encode local connections properties such
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as speed for finer-grain representations. This would extend the visual mapping section of
the query panel and would probably require a specific legend. Those could be useful at an
occupation stage, but for exploratory tasks, one would recommend adding better dynamic
opacity techniques (Matejka et al., 2015).

GRIDIFY can be applied to any type of geospatial data, beyond simple connections. For
instance, geo-trajectories can be re-constructed grouped by TRAJECTORY ID and ordered over
time using the current version of GRIDIFY (see Taxi case studies). New aggregations will
be needed to dynamically calculate distances, and other trajectories properties ((Chang et
al., 2008)). Figure 9 already shows some cases where a grouping of trajectories can benefit
from GRIDIFY. However, a limit of this approach is the number of the segment to display a
full resolution trajectory. Also, some metrics on trajectories are relative to the sequence of
segments (e. g., sliding window speed) and cannot be derived using aggregation. In a similar
fashion, single geo-data points–or even abstract points such as scatterplots– can be used in
GRIDIFY without any change to the current version of GRIDIFY.

7.2. Scalability

GRIDIFY’s scalability in the number of items is limited by the number of cells and marks it
can draw simultaneously. Our prototype managed to handle up to 100k data points (marks) and
thousands of rectangles/placeholders. This limit is set by the Observable reactive framework
we picked, as it facilitates prototyping and re-use of visualization libraries. Switching to GPU
rendering is a classical step that would help but would be limited at some point.

We argue most promising approaches to tackling scalability issues are related to strategies
(e. g., domain aggregations, marks aggregation, etc.) to first display aggregation of cells for
immediate feedback, and then progressively render details such as nested cells and marks: only
the statistical properties of dimensions need to be known in advance (e. g., distribution)—the
data points can be loaded later. Regarding the scalability in the number of dimensions, a first
limit is on the display of implicit property rectangles and nesting chaining: it was tested with
up to 20 implicit properties, but beyond more compact design should be used. For datasets
with thousands of implicit properties, adaptive exploration strategies should be developed to
suggest/re-order these relations according to the current view (similarly to what is done in
EvoGraphDice (Cancino et al., 2012). Dimensions reduction techniques could also be used as
an aggregation method.

7.3. Perspectives

Our future work is focused on incorporating the latest exploratory analysis features that are
available in the InfoVis community. To achieve this goal, we have identified several key areas
of improvement as follows:

Multiple views. Exploratory analysis often requires more than a single view, in particular, to
provide context. Such context is useful to provide a dataset overview constantly available, e. g.,
all countries, while a specific country is selected (instead of filtering out all other countries).
At the moment, the exploration strategies match the small multiple, large single (Elzen &
Wijk, 2013) approach where each view is followed by small multiples that provide navigation
options.

As GRIDIFY technically and conceptually relies on (Vuillemot & Boy, 2018), multiple
static views can be defined in a data-driven manner. So adding a 2-view, Focus+Context layout
would require two steps: first at some point to inject a data array with those views properties
(which are cells); the linking (shared selection between views) would be provided by the
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SELECTED attribute. And then branching the abstractions based on those views (e. g., to assign
particular abstractions to the static cells). The impact on the query view would be important
as it will not be linear anymore. Techniques like ElasticHierarchies (McGuffin & Chignell,
2005), VisBricks (Lex et al., 2011), TPFlow (D. Liu et al., 2019) and Baobabview (Elzen &
Wijk, 2011) are design candidates to improve the sequence with branching. Recently the use
of Virtual Reality (Yang et al., 2018) has been proposed to explore Origin-Destinations—but
with explicit properties encoded as lines—offering brand new spaces to further explore using a
grid-based approach.

Animated transitions. Entities (and their connections) have a continuous representation in
GRIDIFY. They can be animated when cells change positions. Similarly, the transition between
grid patterns (Wood et al., 2011) provides benefits to users, even though sometimes cells
change shape. However, in most cases many parameters change at once: attribute, grid pattern,
and aggregation method. Cells may then go through multiple states: appear, disappear, update
(i. e. change position and shape). Communicating the change of the cell is an open challenge
as similar grids or cells (position and size) do not necessarily encode similar data. A simple
approach could be a tree-based animated transitions that collapses/expands nodes based on a
hierarchicy (Guilmaine et al., 2012).

We argue GRIDIFY provides an infrastructure to address animation design challenges (re-
lated to speed, duration, and timing (Heer & Robertson, 2007)) as it captures exact states of
visualizations and can calculate the path towards another one. Designing a better dynamic
programming algorithm (than the Levenshtein distance) that optimizes those parameters is
promising. However, as animations remains a craft, quantifying its quality needs to auto-
matically assess the number of crossing, and visual complexity of a scene, which may be
subjective and dependent on the exploration task (e. g., that may require speed at the expense
of quality). The PRE-SET view may reflect the magnitude of such change beyond the number
of piling states as such as small multiples (Bach et al., 2015) that encode temporal change
using matrices.

Explorations Recommendations. As the exploration space may get very large to ex-
plore, recent works suggest ranking visualizations based on variable selections and statistical
distributions (Wongsuphasawat et al., 2017, 2016).

Sophisticated encoding and intricate interactions are essential for addressing certain aspects,
and therefore, formal design and studies will be required. Additionally, there are open-ended
questions that require careful consideration, such as explaining the real position of a position
and the meaning of absolute coordinates. These inquiries require a more exploratory approach
and may necessitate further investigation.

8. Conclusion

In this article, we presented GRIDIFY, a generalization of OD maps and its implementation
as an exploratory data analysis (EDA) tool for primarily geospatial data, which extends
previous work on grid-system approaches to visualization design (Vuillemot & Boy, 2018).
We have demonstrated its expressiveness and effectiveness through four case studies. The tool
builds on a core concept of decoupling data transformations and visualization construction
mechanisms. Its main advantages include maintaining an explicit encoding of both data and
visual parameters, which provides analysts with an overview of all their options, which they can
rapidly test; chaining nesting operations that are rendered in a grid view that provides constant
feedback, allowing analysts to select elements on which they want to zoom in; and exporting
and loading pre-set configurations, which provides a mechanism for transitioning between
views in a step-by-step way, for pre-defining the exploration charts and patterns, and potentially
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for recommending future explorations steps. To finish, while our design and implementation
of GRIDIFY has so far focused mainly on OD data and geospatial data, essentially because
Authors work a lot with this type of data, we strongly believe the tool can handle a wider
variety of data and visual abstractions and transitions. We intend to explore these possibilities
in the future.
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